Typical recommender systems push K items at once in the result page in the form of a feed, in which the selection and the order of the items are important for user experience. In this paper, we formalize the K-item recommendation problem as taking an unordered set of candidate items as input, and exporting an ordered list of selected items as output. The goal is to maximize the overall utility, e.g. the click through rate, of the whole list. As one solution to the K-item recommendation problem under this proposition, we proposed a new ranking framework called the Evaluator-Generator framework. In this framework, the Evaluator is trained on user logs to precisely predict the expected feedback of each item by fully considering its intra-list correlations with other co-exposed items. On the other hand, the Generator will generate different sequences from which the Evaluator will choose one sequence as the final recommendation. In our experiments, both the offline analysis and the online test show the effectiveness of our proposed framework. Furthermore, we show that the offline behavior of the Evaluator is consistent with the realistic online environment.
INTRODUCTION
Recommender Systems(RS) attracts a lot of attention with the booming of information on the Internet. Typical RS algorithms include collaborative methods ( [26] , [19] , [17] ), content based methods or hybrid methods of the two( [1] ). Among those researches, several topics have drawn more attentions in recent years: Context-Aware Recommendation( [1] ) seeks to model the scenes where the users are feed more precisely; Time-Aware RS( [6] ) considers both the transformation of the user interest and the change of the value of the news content; Diversified Ranking( [31] ) focuses on addressing the intra-list correlations.
We focus on the last issue that is related to the arrangement of items in one exposure. It's important to consider the correlations between the items in many realistic RS in order to maximize the * Both authors contributed equally to this research. overall utility of the recommended list. While there have been rich resources of studies ( [26] , [19] , [17] ) towards improving the precision of recommending a single item at one time, the research on intra-list correlations usually collapses to the problem of diversity ( [31] ) in many previous works. Yet we think that the investigation in this correlation is far from enough in the several aspects: Firstly, the evaluation of diversity misses a gold standard for a long time. Though there have been different metrics such as Coverage, Intra-List Similarity etc( [38] , [27] ), those evaluations are typically subjective, and not directly related to the user feedbacks. Secondly, the previous works imposed strong propositions on how the items are correlated. Algorithms such as DPP [31] and submodular ranking use handcrafted kernels or functions for the diversity, they cannot effectively model all possible correlation forms. Thirdly, the traditional stepwise greedy ranking method for the K-item RS cannot guarantee the global optimum. Take the submodular ranking as an example, even if there are no errors in its proposition, the lower bound of the ratio of greedy choice to the global optimum is (1 − 1/e)( [33] ). Yet, the loss of the local optimum compared with the global optimum is totally unclear for realistic intra-list correlations, when taking into account more kinds of forms of correlations besides the sumodularity.
In this paper, we propose a new solution framework for addressing intra-list correlations: the Evaluator-Generator framework. On the one hand of this framework, the Evaluator aims at fully modeling all possible forms of intra-list interaction. It is trained on user logs to precisely predict the user feedback on each single item conditioned on all its surrounding items. The Evaluator is able to predict the utility of the whole list, such that the global optimum is pursued. In the meantime, the diversity and other requirements from the users will be satisfied to a proper extent when seeking for this target. On the other hand, the Generator is the sequence generating model trained by the user logs or the Evaluator. Then traditional beam search methods or sampling methods will be applied to generate different sequences, from which the Evaluator will choose one sequence as the final recommendation. Our experiments on the offline analysis and the online test demonstrates the consistency of our proposed arXiv:1902.00245v2 [cs.IR] 4 Feb 2019 framework on offline and online environments. In other words, the generated sequences that are preferred by the Evaluator tend to have better performance in our realistic online RS.
There are several contributions in our work:
• In order to fully consider the intra-list correlations in the recommended list, we proposed a generalized Evaluator model which is directly optimized to maximize the the overall utility of the whole list. The requirements like diversity will be satisfied naturally as a side effect. • We proposed the Evaluator-Generator framework as a practical large-scale recommender system, in order to recommend the best combination of contents to the user given a candidate set of sequences. With such design, our framework is able to pursue the global optimum in the way of improving the Generator or applying heuristic search algorithms. • We proved that the Evaluator can be used not only as an offline simulator, but also a selector online. The experimental results both offline and online shows that the Evaluator has a very high correlation with the online performance. We also conducted thorough investigations to understand the intra-list correlations. This framework is fully launched online in our system to influence hundreds of millions of online visits every single day.
RELATED WORKS
Our work is closely related to the diversified ranking algorithms. Recent works on this topic include the submodularity( [32] , [2] ), graph based methods( [37] ), and Determinantal Point Process (DPP) ( [5] , [20] , [31] ). However, as mentioned above, those previous works either treat diversity as an independent goal (such as Coverage), or impose strong hypothesis on the form of item correlations. E.g., the diversified ranking with predefined submodular functions supposes that diversity are homogeneous on different topics, and independent of the user. DPP and submodular ranking also suppose that co-exposed items always have a negative impact on the local item. In contrast to those propositions, the correlations in the realistic online RS are often found to violate those rules. Our statistics show that some combinations of the items yields better performance than the same single item appearing in other combinations. Other works have also found similar intriguing phenomenons, such as Serpentining [34] . The users are found to prefer discontinuous clicks when browsing the list. Thus it is better to spread those high quality items uniformly over the list instead of clustering them on the top positions. Such phenomenon shows the that intra-list correlations is complex and blended with position bias. The position bias is also an important and practical issue in RS. Click models are widely studied in Information Retrieval systems, such as the Cascade Click Model( [11] ) and the Dynamic Bayesian Network( [7] ). It is found that the position bias is not only related to the user's personal habit, but also related to the layout design etc( [9] ). Thus click models often need to be considered case-by-case. Few of the previous works have studied the intra-list correlation and the position bias together. Set based recommendation algorithms including submodular ranking and DPP do not consider the position bias at all. In contrast, our framework has naturally addressed the position bias and intra-list correlations altogether.
We also borrow ideas from applying Reinforcement Learning to Combinatorial Optimization(CO) problems. The pointer network [29] is proposed as neural tool for universal CO. [3] further extended pointer-network by using policy gradients for learning. [12] applied Q-Learning to CO problems on graphs. The aforementioned works have been focused on universal CO problems including Travelling Salesman Problem, Minimum Vertex Cover etc. Some recent works have been addresses long-term rewards in recommender systems. [15] also work on intra-list correlations, which applies policy gradient and Monte Carlo Tree Search(MCTS) to optimize the α-NDCG in diversified ranking for the global optimum. Other works pursues long-term rewards in inter-list recommendations ( [35] , [36] ). Though [35] also proposed treating a page of recommendation list as a whole, the intra-list correlations are not well modelled and analyzed in their work. Also their work is not testified on realistic online RS. In this paper, we more thoroughly investigates the general form of the intra-list correlations. We formalize the utility of the whole list as our final target, but we have also used item-level feedbacks. This has not been sufficiently studied in the above works.
BACKGROUNDS 3.1 Problem Setup
We formulate the K-item RS problem as follows: The environment exposes the user profile u and a candidate set C = {c 1 , c 2 , ..., c N } to the RS, where N is the cardinality of the candidate set and c i denotes the i-th item. The system picks a recommendation sequence S = [c s 1 , c s 2 , ..., c s K ] where s j ∈ [1, N ] and N ≥ K. S is exposed to the user, and the user returns the feedback of R = [r 1 , r 2 , ..., r K ]. Furthermore, we denote S − j = [c s 1 , c s 2 , ...c s j−1 ] as the preceding recommendations above the j-th position, and S + j = [c s j+1 , c s j+2 , ...c s K ] as the recommendations that follows. We define the final objective as maximizing the expected overall utility of the sequence S, which is written as E(R(u, S)), where the utility R(u, S) is defined by Eq. 1.
In Eq. 1 we assume that r j (u, S) is not only related to the user and item c s j in position j, but also related to its preceding and following items S − j and S + j . Also notice that we made no proposition on the correlation, which means there are not only possibilities of negative and positive correlations, but also higher order correlations (such as correlation of three items). This is essentially different from many previous proposed diversified ranking algorithms.
Item Independent Ranking
Most of the previous RS are based on step-by-step greedy ranking. It goes one-by-one without considering the item correlation, which is written as
We use the formulation A → B here to represent that "A is to approximate B". The parameterized function f θ with trainable parameter θ is optimized to approximate the click through rate(CTR) E S + j ,S − j (r j (u, S)), the subscript here means that the item c s j could appear with any S − j and S + j , and Eq. 2 simply averaged out all those information. We named f θ (u, j, s j ) the Item Independent Prediction(IIP).
Preceding Items Aware Prediction
It is natural to improve Eq. 2 by taking S − j into account. We define the Preceding Items Aware Prediction(PIAP) as Eq 3.
Here we ommit the position j in f θ (u, j, s j , S − j ) and simply write f θ (u, s j , S − j ), because the position can be recovered from S − j , and thus encoding S − j automatically incorporates the position bias. A lot of previous diversified recommendation algorithms can be considered as specific paradigm of Eq. 3, e.g., the linear sub-modular recommendation( [2] ). However, we have not made any assumption here about the formula of f θ (u, i, S − j ) yet. We argue that the expression of Eq. 3 essentially accounts for all kinds of correlations, including positive, negative and higher-order correlations.
However, two defects of Eq. 3 need to be mentioned. Firstly, oneby-one ranking paradigm faces the issue of local optimum and the performance of the sequence as a whole is not guaranteed. Secondly, the following items S + j is not taken into account, but results has been found to reveal that S + j does have an impact in the overall performance of j position, including click models( [30] ) and mouse tracking studies( [13] ). However, knowing S + j is not feasible in the ranking process. In the next part we introduce the Evaluator-Generator framework which solves the two issues properly.
EVALUATOR-GENERATOR FRAMEWORK 4.1 The Framework Overall
In order to fully catch the intra-list correlations and the global optimum, we propose to separate the list generation with the evaluation process. The evaluation process considers only about predicting the value of a known sequence, which we call the Evaluator. The generative process is responsible for generating high-value sequences, which we call the Generator. During the inference process, it is possible to use multiple generators to generate multiple lists, from which the Evaluator selects the best one( Fig. 1 ). We argue that this workflow is beneficial in the following aspects.
• Thorough consideration of intra-list correlations. An Evaluator encodes the information of the whole sequence together, the intra-list correlation and position bias is incoporated effectively. It thus achieves higher accuracy compared with either IIP or PIAP in item-level. • Light-Weighted Generators. Limitations on the generator exist as the generative process do not have full access to the sequences information. The Evaluator-Generator allows generating multiple lists from which to choose the best one. It is able to use light-weighted generators to explore high-quality candidate lists.
• Global optimum is ensured. The Evaluator pursues global optimum explicitly by directly comparing the utility of the whole list. E.g., by encoding the whole sequence S, the utility score not only encourage items that achieves higher clickthrough-rate itself, but also encourage items that attract following examination and clicks to the other items in the result page.
The Evaluator
4.2.1 Contextual Items Aware Prediction. We propose the Contextual Items Aware Prediction(CIAP), which encodes both S − j and S + j to predict the feedback on jth position, which is written as.
We sum up the predictions at each single position for a sequence as an estimation of R(u, S) all-together, that is,
We can see thatR(u, S) ← E(R(u, S)) is an approximation to the expectation of Eq. 1. Given n sequences {S 1 , S 2 , ..., S n }, the Evaluator can be used to select the sequence greedily by S = argmax S iR (u, S i ).
Again, encoding the whole sequence automatically handles position bias as well. Also, the user feedback in each single position is utilized. Compared with complete page-wise regressions, Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 keeps more item-level information.
Determinantal Point
Process. Among all previous works, Determinant Point Process(DPP, [20] ) and Submodular ranking( [4] ) is closely related to our work. We briefly review the DPP models for RS. DPP models the probability of a subset being clicked as P(R). It explicitly set the correlation to be
is the kernel function that maps (x, y) to a real value symmetrically. Assuming that Y = {i ∈ [1, K]|r i = 1}, and K Y represent the submatrix of K with only the index of rows and columns in Y. DPP proposes that P(R) obeys the following rule:
With minor mathematical calculations it is shown that the function P() in Eq. 6 satisfies submodularity. [31] proposed a practical framework for deploying DPP to diversified ranking(Deep DPP). Each element of K i, j is decomposed to a multiplication of quality term and a correlation term, both of which was calculated separately from a deep neural network.
DPP can be interpreted as one special type of Evaluator which estimate the value based on a full set(or sequence) instead of a single item. Though DPP only models the set-wise click probability P(), it is not strictly correlated to the sum of clicks R(u, S). However, DPP maximizes |K S | in its ranking process, just like Evaluator max-imizingR(u, S), thus we treat |K S | as the evaluation score in the experiments. 
The Generators
We denote the Generator policy as π θ (S; u, C)(with slight abuse of notation, θ is again the parameter for the generator) that represents the possibility of generating the S given the user u and the candidates C. Though various paradigm to generate a list exist, here we mainly use sequential decision policy, which is define as Eq. 7.
4.3.1 Softmax Sampling. The simplest way is to use some heuristic values to generate multiple sequences by applying softmax sampling, in which the decision probability p θ (s j |u, S − j , C) is written as
We call the heuristic value f θ (u, s j , S − j ) the priority score. It is straightforward to use IIP or PIAP as f θ , results in IIP + Softmax and PIAP + Softmax policies. Also notice that if τ → 0 Eq. 8 degenerate to greedy policy.
Reinforcement
Learning. It is possible to interpret Eq. 1 as a Combinatorial Optimization (CO) problem with stochastic evaluation. The pointer-network and Reinforcement Learning approach to solve CO has been found to be promising recently by [29] and [3] . We formulate the generation of the ranking list as Markov Decision Process, which is described as follow: At each step j, the state x t is decided by the user profile u, the index of the items that has been chosen S − j+1 , and the candidates C, i.e x j = [u, S − j , C]. The policy is represented by p θ (s j |u, S − j , C) similarly as Eq. 8. Each time after choosing the item at j-th step, a new state x j+1 = [u, S − j+1 , C] and a reward r j is exposed.
As we know that vanilla policy gradient often suffers from large variance and low data efficiency. Recently the sample efficient Qlearning has been applied to combinatorial optimization problem( [18] ). We denote the value function of state-action pair (x j , i) that follows the generative policy π as Q π (x j , i), which is written as Q π (x j , i) = E s j =i,s j+1 ,s j+2 , ...,s K ∼π (r j + r j+1 + ...r K ).
We use the value function approximation f θ (u, s j , S − j , C) to approximate the value function of the optimal policy, Q * (x j , i). The aforementioned IIP, PIAP model here can be used as the function approximator. The Q-Learning minimizes the loss in Eq. 10.
(10) θ ′ is the parameters of the target model that follows θ with delay. Also notice that the discount factor of reinforcement learning γ = 1 in our problem. A detailed explanation of Deep Q Learning can be found in [25] . Q-learning is an Off-Policy learning metric, thus we can use user intreactions offline to train.
Learning with Virtual Reward. As RL often requires large amount of data, we propose using the Evaluator as an offline estimator and reward function, i.e. replacing the real user feedback R with the estimated rewards of f θ in Eq. 5. This is similiar to the counterfactual estimators( [16] ) and the reward model( [21] ). We call it learning from Virtual Reward. There are risks to directly learn from the offline estimator: Neural networks are known to be vulnerable to adversarial attacks( [23] ), while the learning process of Generator resembles black box adversarial attack. Once there is discrepancy between the Evaluator and the realistic environment, the Generator would deviate from the real target.
However, learning from the Evaluators is more data efficient. In our offline experiments, we also evaluate the Generator using the Evaluator as the gold standard. In other words, we treat the Evaluator as a simulator(or Environment). We also carried out online experiments on the virtual reward trained Generator in order to test its validity. We will come to this again in the experiments section.
MODEL ARCHITECTURES
Notice that until now we have made no proposition on the paradigm of the policy or prediction model. There are whole bunches of neural network models that proposed before to tackle different aspects of RS, including the well known Youtube RS( [10] ), Google deep-and-wide RS( [8] ). The model structure is highly coupled with the problem and the features. In this paper, in order to compare the framework itself, we propose several simple and comparable different model architectures. It is worth mentioning that we can surely add more complexity to those structures to account for more features and factors (such as dynamic user interest), but those are not the main focus of this paper.
DNN for IIP. Considering Eq. 2, where f θ (u, j, s j ) is only related to user, item and its position, we use Multi-Layer Perceptrons(MLP) to build the mapping. We represent the user with embeddings ϕ(u), item with ϕ(c s j ), and position with ϕ(j). In our dataset, the representation of item is the concatenation of the item id embedding and other features (such as categories and titles etc). We use two layer MLP (MLP 2 for simple) to process the concatenated information( Fig. 2a) , thus we have
GRNN for PIAP. To model the context items S − j we use recurrent neural structures (Such as Gated Recurrent Neural Network, GRNN). After encoding the preceding items, we concatenate the represention of u, c s j , S − j , and apply the two-layer MLP (Fig. 2b) . The model can be written as
Notice that position j does not appear explicitly in the GRNN model. We require the model to encode the position implicitly by forward passing of GRU.
Bi-GRNN for CIAP. For the Evaluators, to fully take S + j into account, we apply an second GRNN in reversed direction, followed by the same two-layer MLP (Fig. 2c) , which we call Bi-directional( [24] ) GRNN(Bi-GRNN).
Transformer for CIAP. Transformer is proposed by [28] for neural machine translation. Recently there has been great amount of successes in using Transformer to encoder sequences. We use Transformer as alternative structures in place of the Bi-GRNN. We first concatenate the user descriptor with item representation and position embedding, and then we apply 2-layer Transformer to predict the probability of click in each position. The details are shown in Eq. 14. In our attention models, we use single head attentions.
Deep DPP. We use the similar kernel to model the correlation between each pair of items as proposed by [31] . A MLP header is used to predict the quality term q(u, i) for user u and item c i and a kernel matrix K is introduced to represent the correlations.
where D i, j are the Jaccard distances of item c i and item Pointer Network [29] . Pointer Network is used to copy and readjust the order of the input sequence. Here we use Pointer Network to generate sequence S from the original unordered set C. The pointer network encodes the candidate set C using recursive structure, and applies a decoder to generate the sequence S. We write the generation process as
The vanilla pointer network outputs the attention over candidates p θ . Here when trained with Q-Learning, we use f θ to approximate the Q value, and then we use p θ to inference. Moreover, the vanilla pointer network is not devised to take the other context information(such as user u) into account. To improve this we inject the user feature at both the end of the encoding process and each decoding step, in order for the pointer network to address the user preference thoroughly.
EXPERIMENTS
In our experiments, we use the user interaction records of 100 million lists for training and 1 million lists for testing, which were collected from Baidu App News Feed System (BANFS), one of the largest RS in China. BANFS has over hundreds of millions of clicks online each day. The length of each sequence may be different. To reduce the cost of the experiment, our offline dataset 1 contains only a subset of the features, including the user id, item id, item category and layout (the appearance of the item).
Evaluation Metrics
Traditional IR evaluation metrics(such as NDCG, MAP, ERR) is not suitable for evaluation of intra-list correlations. Firstly, those metrics make the assumption that user feedback are fully observable for all the items, or there are oracle rankings, but it is no longer true for interactive systems such as news feed RS. Secondly, those metrics assume that an item is independent to each other.
To evaluate combinatorial RS, [33] uses an artificial simulator, others [31] uses online experiments for evaluation. Also counterfactual evaluation tricks has been reported( [14] , [22] ), but applying those methods to realistic RS with millions of candidate items and billions of users are often intractable.
In this work, we evaluate our ideas from the following aspects. .
• Secondly, we compare different Generators by regarding the Evaluator itself as an simulator(or environment). We also publish some of our research on the intuitive perception of the generated patterns. • Finally, we publish the result to compare different ranking frameworks in online A/B tests. As we are more cautious toward online experiments, we did not carry out the experiments on all possible ranking frameworks. It is worth noticing that our online experiments uses larger feature set and datasets to achieve better performance, thus the performance of the online and offline experiments are not totally equal.
Results on The Evaluators
To evaluate the precision of the Evaluator models, we use AUC, RM-SES and Correlation as the criteria for comparison. We compare different models including DNN(IIP), GRNN(PIAP), Bi-GRNN(CIAP), Transformer(CIAP) and DPP. By concluding from Tab. 1, we can see that S − j and S + j do have impact on the click of the j-th position; The Bi-GRNN and Transformer performs best in all three evaluation criteria; Transformer is slightly better than Bi-GRNN, as expected; The performance of DPP is below the baseline, which is mainly caused by missing the position bias. To better study the impact of context items, we further replace all the preceding items in S − j or the following items in S + j randomly in Bi-GRNN and Transformer. The performance is shown as the Bi-GRNN(Disturb) and Transformer(Disturb) in Tab. 1. To visualize the intra-list correlation in BANFS, we plot the heat-map of the average attention strength on the single head selfattention layer of a 1-layer Transformer (Fig. 3b ). We mention several phenomenons that are coherent with our instinct or investigation: Firstly, each item is more dependent on its previous items, especially those on the top of the list. The BANFS pushes 10 ∼ 50 items each time, but only 2 ∼ 4 items can be displayed in one single screen (Fig. 3a) . A user needs to slide downward to examine the whole list. Thus, whether the items on the top of the sequence attracts the user have an impact on the probability that the items lie below are examined, and thus clicked. Secondly, the attention between adjacent positions j and j + 1 is not as strong as that between j and j + 2, which makes the heat-map interweaving(like chessboard). To better study this phenomenon, we further plot the correlation of clicks between any two positions. Fig. 3c shows that the correlation of user clicks is interweaving: the adjacent positions is less likely to be clicked together, but j and j + 2 is more likely to be clicked together. This is in consistency with the Serpentining phenomenon that was mentioned by [34] . This phenomenon has further shown that the intra-list correlation is much more complicated than many position bias hypothesis or unordered set-wise hypothesis previously proposed.
Algorithm

Results on the Generators
To evaluate the Generators, we randomly sample 1 million candidate sets from the user interaction logs. Those are regarded as pools of candidate C. In each iteration, we randomly sample an user u, a candidate set C and length of the final list K. The length K follows the real distribution of sequence length online, which varies between 10 and 50. We sample the candidate set such that N = 2K. Then, the Generator is required to generate one or multiple sequences of length K, and we use the Evaluator to pick the sequence with highest overall score (if only 1 list is generated, such as greedy picking, then there are no need of Evaluators). We compare the evaluation score of the finally picked list. There are mainly three types of Generators to be compared:
• Supervised Learning(SL) + Greedy The Generator is trained with normal log-likelihood loss, using user feedbacks in the log. We generate the list with greedy policy as classical ranking process. • SL + Softmax We use the predicted CTR score as the priority score, and then we apply softmax sampling of Eq. 8, generating n list with temperature of τ = 0.002. Then, we use the corresponding Evaluator to pick the one with highest score. • Reinforcement Learning(RL) with Virtual Rewards We apply RL to the Generator using reward from the corresponding Evaluators. When testing, the Generator generates only one list greedily.
We choose three Evaluators, GRNN, Bi-GRNN and Transformer. The result is shown in Tab. 2. Several remarks can be made: GRNN + SL + Greedy can not compare GRNN + SL + Softmax(100 Sample), even if the Evaluator is itself (GRNN Evaluator). This investigation shows that the difference between local and global optimum is considerably large. As we expected, RL + Greedy outperforms SL + Greedy, since it learns more combinatorial information from Evaluatior. Additionally, we can see that Softmax(100 Sample) achieves the best performance under all 3 Evaluators, which indicates that it is hard for a single sequence to beat multiple different sequences, even though that sequence is generated by a strong Generator, such as PointerNet + RL.
To illustrate that the Evaluator-Generator framework indeed yields better item combinations, we did some inspection in the generated patterns. The combination of item ids or high dimensional features are far too sparse to give any insightful results, thus we focus on the layouts of the short local segments. The layout marks the visual content arrangement within each item when shown to the users, as shown in Fig. 3a . More concretely, we denote the layout of the i-th item as l i ∈ [1, M] , where M is the size of all distinct layouts. Then we consider the layouts of a segment of three consecutive items in position (j, j + 1, j + 2) as the local pattern P l s j ,l s j+1 ,l s j+2 that we want to look into. In BANFS, there are M = 6 types of layouts, e.g. "textonly", "one-image", "three-images", etc. Thus there are 6 3 = 216 distinct layout patterns in total. For a recommendation list of length K, we count all possible K − 2 segments. The procedure of analyzing local patterns works as follows: Firstly, the average sum of click R(P l s j ,l s j+1 ,l s j+2 ) of the segment pattern can be counted from the user log. Under the assumption that the higher click rate means better quality of the pattern, we useR(P l i ,l j ,l k ) to measure the quality of the local layout pattern P l i ,l j ,l k . So we regard the layout patterns in 216 possible patterns that rank top-N in the expected clicks as "good patterns". To evaluate our proposed framework, we calculate the ratio of the top-N pattern segments in the generated lists from different Generators. The results are shown in Tab. 3, where we use Bi-GRNN as the Evaluator. Comparing with Tab. 2, the Softmax and the RL group generates more "good patterns", as well as score higher in the Evaluator, compared to the SL+Greedy methods. This results demonstrate that our proposed Evaluator-Generator framework is consistent with that kind of intuitive indicators, i.e., higher score RS generates more patterns that are preferred to be clicked by the users.
Performance Online
Correlation between Evaluators and Online-Performance The previous results show that the Evaluator is more correlated to the sum of clicks of a list. But, is the predicted sum of clicks related to the final performance? Is it appropriate to treat Evaluator as a simulator? We perform additional investiagtion on the correlation between the Evaluation score of listsR(u, S) and the performance of A/B test. Typically we judge whether a new policy is superior than the baseline, by the increase in some critical metrics, such as total user clicks, in A/B test. For two experiment groups with experiment ID I A (experimental) and I B (baseline), the Relative Gain in total clicks is defined as the relative increase of clicks compared with baseline. Thus we retrieve the logs of the past experiments, and we re-predict click of each sequences in the record by inferencing with our Evaluator model. We calculate the Predicted Relative Gain by
We collect over 400 A/B testing experiments during 2018, including not only new ranking strategies with various policy, model and new features, but also human rules. Some of the new strategies are tested to be positive, others negative. We counted the correlation between the predicted relative gain and the statistical real relative gain. We use DNN and Bi-GRNN Evaluator for comparison. The correlation between DNN(IIP) and online performance among the 400 experiments is 0.2282, while the correlation betwen Bi-GRNN(CIAP) and real performance is as high as 0.9680. It has Online A/B Test of Ranking Framework We have conducted a series of online experiments on BANFS, we report the comparison of the following methods.
• IIP. Multi-layer perceptrons combined with user, item, useritem, and position features only. • PIAP. Adding S − j to the model. Greedily rank the highest score to generate a list.
• Evaluator-Generator. We use Bi-GRNN as the Evaluator, supervised learning PIAP + softmax sampling as the Generator. The Generator generates 20 list and the Evaluator picks the one with highest score. • PointerNet + RL(Virtual Reward). We use PointerNet as the Generator, and Reinforcement Learning to optimize the parameters of PointerNet. We use the prediction of the Evaluator as the reward offline in the RL training process. The RL Generator generates only 1 sequence for recommendation. PointerNet + RL(Real Click). We use PointerNet as the Generator, and Reinforcement Learning to optimize the parameters of Pointer-Net. We use the real user click as the reward and off-policy learning metrics. It also generates only 1 sequence for recommendation.
Our evaluation result until now shows that Evaluator-Generator with softmax sampling Generator has state-of-the-art online performance. The RL group has shown comparable performance with Evaluator-Generator. Compared with Evaluator-Generator that generates and evaluates 20 lists, RL generate only once. Thus, RL has lower inference cost compared with the Evaluator-Generator. Though we believe that RL should be more cost-efficient and more straightforward for solving the intra-list correlation, our experiments shows that the performance of RL is to be further improved. We have also compared the Coverage( [38] ) on distinct categories(We have a classification system that classify all news into 40+ categories). It is verified that PIAP and Evaluator-Generator indeed improves diversity of exposure even though diversity is never considered as a explicit target in our framework.
DISSCUSSION
In this paper, we propose a recommender framework by optimizing K-item in the result page as a whole. We propose the Evaluator-Generator framework to solve the combinatorial optimization problem. We show that compared with the other diversified ranking algorithms, the proposed framework is capable of capturing various possible correlations as well as the position bias. In this section, we post some of our further comments in this framework and its possible future extensions.
Exploration and Exploitation. Exploration is very important for interactive systems. Greedy ranking in RS typically ends up in mediocre or outdated recommendations and eventually will jeopardize the performance. Exploration for sequence-optimization RS include not only the item-level, but also the combination level. To explain the second level, if we consider that the user always see a perfect combination every time, the evaluator would not be able to learn that lacking diversity would do harm to the performance. We have also observed the phenomenon online, BANFS keeps a small fraction of flow for exploration.
Evaluator Generator vs RL only Some might argue that a welldesigned RL Generator only will be enough for intra-list correlation, where the Evaluator seems redundant. In our case, the Evaluator works as both the off-line estimator and online selector. The Evaluator-Generator framework does not only have much more flexibility in realistic online system, it is also close to the "reward modeling" that was proposed in [21] . The Evaluator is able to approximate real user preference better with less effort compared with the Generator. We think that the difference between Generator-Only and Evaluator-Generator deserves further investigation.
Recommender Framework
Relative Gain (%) Coverage of Categories(%) PIAP vs. IIP +1.75 +4.05 Evaluator-Generator vs. PIAP +2.44 +0.62 PointerNet + RL(Virtual Reward) vs. Evaluator-Generator −0.01 -PointerNet + RL(Real Click) vs. Evaluator-Generator −0.05 - Table 5 : Comparison of the preformance online Synthesising Intra-list Correlation and Inter-list Evolution. Though there are some works that shed light into the "ultimate" RS that incoporate Intra-list and Inter-list correlations( [35] ), incoporating both effects in a real RS remains very tricky. Few has been testified in real online systems. We believe that it is a challenging but promising topic in the future.
